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AERODYNAMIC STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS,
FIN EFFECTIVENESS, AND FIN LOCATION OF THE
MSFC 33-FOOT PRESSURE FED BOOSTER AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
By Thomas Hamilton
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the NASA/MSFC
14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during early February 1972 on a 0.00280
scale model of the MSFC 33-foot diameter space shuttle pressure fed boaster
configuration. The basic configuration tested was a 400 cone/cylinder/7°
frustrum designated the MSFC 33-foot pressure fed booster. Six component
aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded over a Mach number range
from 0.9 to 5.0 at angles of attack from +200 to +900 at 00 sideslip and
over a sideslip range from -100 to +100 at 300 , 500 , 600 and 800 angles of
attack. Primary configuration variables were fin deflection angle and verti-






































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pi - Pro)/q
Mach number; Via
pressure; N/m2 , psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2 , psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/rt3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center or gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis


























CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qslREF
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
stability-Axis System
forebody drag coefficient; CD - C~
side-force coefficient" side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
QSJREF




























C~AL Balance axial force coefficient; F~AL/~S
CP1 Base pressure coefficient (1) ; (PB - P )/q1 00
CP2 Base pressure coefficient (2) ; (PB - Poo)!q2
of Fin deflection angle; posl tive TE down
°FE DELFE Fin deflection angle when used as an elevator;positive TE down
°FA DELFA Fin deflection angle when used as an aileron;positive TE down
r Fin dihedral angle; positive up




The basic pressure fed booster configuration was a 40° coneleylinder/
7° frustrum designated the MSFC 33-foot pressure fed booster. Component
configuration symbols and descriptions are listed as follows:
CONFIGURATION
MSFC 33 foot pressure fed booster body with
40° conical nose, 33 ft diameter full scale
cylindrical body and 7° aft frustrum. Full
scale length is 146.1 ft. Five rocket engines
shown in· Figure 4a are located on the base.
40° conical nose identical to Nl except a
3/8 x 1-3/8 inch slot is machined in it to
allow for the forward sting mount for angles-
of-attack from 50° to 90°.
Two 750 sq. ft. full scale fins located at
various vertical positions on the frustrum
at a constant dihedral angle of ~Oo. The
fins are capable of being set at various de-
flection angles. Fin location and drawing
are shown in Figure 9.
Fairings used to blend the fins to the body
frustrum for the lower and middle positions,
respectively. See Figure 11 for location.
Model dimensional information for these components is given in the
model component description sheets.
5
(TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent
blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from storage to
either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from 0.2
to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The
transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 to 2.50, and the supersonic
section permits testing at Mach 2.75 to 5.85. Mach numbers between
0.2 and 0.9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from 0.95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and per-
forated walls. Mach numbers of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.48 are produced by
interchangeable sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.48 a set
of fixed contour nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically
to produce any desired Mach number in 0.25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately
-40°F dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage recipro-
cating unit driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated
Sate valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into
the stilling chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be
controlled from ambient to approximately 180°F. The air then passes through
the test section which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch
sector that provides a total angle of attack range of 20° (tlOO). Sting
offsets and extensions are available ,for obtaining various maximum angles
of attack up to 90 0 •
6
DATA REDUCTION
Six component force and moment data were recorded using an internal strain
gage balance. Aerodynamic coefficients were calculated for the body and stability
axis reference systems. Data reduction included an axial force static tare. Base
and cavity pressures were measured, with sting aft mounted only, to determine
base axial force and sting cavity axial force correction. The model reference
dimensions utilized in reducing the data are listed below
Booster Body (NlBlRl or NZBlRl)
Cylinder cross section area = 0.965 sq. in.
Booster Body (NlBlRl or NZBlRi)
Length = from nose to aft end of 7° frustrum 4.908 in.
The moment referenc(~ center (MRC) is on a line coincident with the body long-[ tudinal
centerline 60 percent of the body length aft of the nose.
MRC 60% body length aft of nose = 2.945 in.
The moment reference center location is shown in Figure 2.
Two base pressures were recorded for the aft mounted sting case only






Base areas for the booster configurations are listed below





Base pressure 1 was located on the upper half of the body base and




T EST M~lj'(~ "n
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER . per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.9 6.3' 7.37 97.5
. 6.7': 9.14 97.8, 1.2
i
10.99 101.41.96 7.5
I 4.'7 6.38 142.3' 2.74
3.48 6.3 6.86 143.4 ,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: .=..BO:::;D:..:Y_-..:..:N...,LlB;:.;ll<,;.R.l _
I
GENERAL DESCR~PTION: MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Body which














Base Flare Angle. degrees










































Base Flare Angle, degrees













40 0 40 0
'T'ABLJ!: III. (r:ONCWDED)
MODEL COMPONENT: Fin - F2
--------------------















At lnbld equiv. chord





Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
14



















INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
DESCRIPl'ION
Axis System
MSFC In House Pressure Fed Booster
Base Pressure and Area Locations
Pressure Fed Booster Showing Model Parts
Parts List for Pressure Fed Booster Model
Sting Adapter







Photograph Showing Model Parts
Photograph Showing Aft Mount
Photograph Showing Forward Mount








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P LOT TED D A T A
Tabulutions of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operntions.
.--+---jr---+----+---t---+---~-_+--+_-_1f_.----+-----~- --- ---"--
BDDY ALDNE EFFECT DF MACH NUMBER ON LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. COOE TV.'
RErERENCE INrORMATION
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DATA HIST. CODE TV.'
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15 1001085
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 0.96'0 SQ. IH
LREF •• 9080 IH.
BREF •• 1080 _IN.
XMRP 2.94'0 IN.




DATA HIST. CODE TV.'
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DATA HI.T. CODE TV.'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 0.'850 SQ. IN
LREF 080 IN.
BREF 080 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT~ ClM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE TV.~
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE TV.'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
'REF 0.16'0 SQ. IN
LREF •• '080 IN.
8REF •• '080 IN.
XHRP 2.'.'0 IN.
rHRP 0.0000 IN •
ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE D.DDZI
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DATA HIST. COOE TV.~
REFERENCE INFORHATION
SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIlT. CODE TV.'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 0.1650 SQ. IN
LREF ".1080 IN.
8REF 1080 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE TV.'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
IIREF 0.96'0 SGI. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE TV.G
REFERENCE INFORMATION
IREF 0.911'0 SQ. IN
LREF ".9080 IN.
BREF ... '080 IN.
XMRP 2.""0 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN •
ICALE 0.0028
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE TV.'
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80l CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB59S091 () MsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18595091 () HSFC TWT 524 llll FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859509) () HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
18591091 () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(a,tS09) () MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER











































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB5'S091 [.) MS~C TWT 524 SS ~ooT BOOSTER











































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18595091 (.) MSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'ISOI, () MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ce'9509) () HSFC TWT '24 "FOOT BooSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB51S011 (.) HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859509) () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'SSDSI () MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1859S09) () MSFC TWT 52. 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA seT SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
(8'.S091 () HS~C TWT 524 ,,~ooT BOOSTER















































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
111"5091 () HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
(859109) () MS~C TWT 524 SS ~OOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA lET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'9,091 (.) MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8515091 () MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER













































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB",091 () MSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB51S011 () M,rc TWT 52. 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
18"501) () HSFC TWT 'Z4 SS ~OOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'9S091 (.) HSFC TWT 'Z4 3. FOOT BOOSTER




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
40liD2520
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MSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C859S101 0 MSFC TWT '2. 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S,.510) (.) MS~C TWT 524 SS ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
C8"al01 C) Ha~c TWT '24 IS ~OOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
18"SSD) () H5~C TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~JGURATJON DESCRJPTJON
CB5'SIOI () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5tSl0) () MS~C TWT 524 "~OOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
IS5'S101 () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
C8seSIOI () MSFC TWT 524 .3 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrl~uRATION DESCRIPTION
(B595101 0 Msrc TWT 524 :5:5 rooT BooSTER
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MSFC TWT 524 1111 FOOT BOOSTER































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8,9SIOI () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5tSIOl () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S'9SJOI () MS~C TWT '2. 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS'9810) () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BooSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,U10I 0 HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONF"IGURATION DESCRIPTION
eB"Slo) () HSF"C TWT '24 55 F"OOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA~ DEGREES
DATA 5[T SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(e,gSIOI (.) MSFC TWT .14 55 FOOT BOOSTER


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B,9S101 (.) MSFC TWT 524 lIlI FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,9S101 () HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C85eli01 () HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER














































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB59SS01 () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'ISIO) () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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(8'95101 () MsFe TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
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~.D D.' D.' 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.& -1.0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB59SIOI () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER













































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
(UlISSO) o· MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER
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1.0 0.0 0 •• 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -o.e -o.e -1.0






MSrC TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER


























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
0.40.'0 ••









































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB59S10) () MsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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'100 D." 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -i.i
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59S101 () MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER









































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
185'5101 () HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER































































-I ••1.0 D•• 0 •• 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 ~O.i ~0.8 -1.0 -I.e
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET IYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
1.59SIOI () Msrc TWT .24 33 rOOT BOOSTER
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D.' D.' D•• 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0 •• -o.e -0.' -1.0 -1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8'95101 () MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER














































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET IYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB59110) (.) MI~C TWT 524 SS ~OOT BOOSTER

























B~OY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL P~SITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
-S.I-S.O-0.8-0.1-0.4-0.20.00.20."0.80.8

















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB5~S10) () MIFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER

























BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
.....-rr T-rT-r TTTT T-rT-'- ,-"...,- -'T T~
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HSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER









































_.L ~1.L :_LU-l .l-.L.1..!
B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
1.0


























DATA lET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B,eSl01 () HSFC TWT 'Z. 3' FOOT BOOSTER

















SREF 0.96'0 SQ. IN
LREF •• 9080 IN.
IlREF •• 9080 IN.
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL PDSITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859SI0) () MSFC TWT 524 '5 FOOT BOOSTER
















































BODY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
1.0

























DATA 5ET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8'9SIDl () MSFC TWT 524 "~OOT BOOSTER
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BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA lET IYMBOL CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTJON
C8,tISDI C) MSFC TWT 514 aa FOOT BOOSTER


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
401102520



















































DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B595111 () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CO115liD20
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NSFC TWT 524 1111 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18595111 C) MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER













































































20 as liD lill 40 45 50 so 70 80 as 10 IS 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(S51'111 () MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER


































































20 ao 40 45 50 55 eo 70 80 eo is SOD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM90L CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
19595111 0 MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER


































































20 25 aD 35 40 45 50 eo 70 80 IS 110 U 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1859511' 0 .Msrc TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'9S111 f.) MS~C TWT '24 lIlI ~ooT BOOSTER




















































































HSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59S111 () MSFC TWT '24 33 'OOT 800STER














SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
lREF 4.9080 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18S95111 () MSFC TWT 52. 5' FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.geSO SQ. IN
LREF •• 9080 IN.









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
403D2520


















































DATA SET SYMBO~ CONrl~URATION DESCRIPTION
(S,9S111 () Msrc TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





Msrc TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
4055lIO2120
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S,95111 () HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





NSFC TWT '24 '3 FooT BOOSTER























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
so20
























































DATA SET SYHBOl CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5'SII) (.) HS~C TWT 524 55 ~OOT BOOSTER













































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





HSFC TWT 52<1 33 FOOT BOOSTER

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
..0502520

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ISSVSII) () MS~C TWT 524 '5 ~OOT BOOSTER














SRE~ o.veso SQ. IN
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750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS











































MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER





























































'La 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -s.o -S.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CS"SI1 1 0 MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOS TER














SREF 0.U50 SQ. IN
LREF 4.9080 IN •









































If.o 0.8 0.' 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0 •• -1.0 -I ••
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM





HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER





































































'Lo 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -I ••
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
185'5111 0 MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER



































































0.8 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.0 -0.8 -1.0






HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER












































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION







































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYM80L CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB59S111 () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT 800STER















































. J...L.LL ..1.LLL ~""'LL ..1.J..J...J. ..1..1.1..1. .LLLl .J.J.Ll
B~OY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
































MsFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER













































_LW-L lJ. L LJ- .L.LLI. ..L.l..J...J
BDDY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG CHARACTERISTICS




























DATA SEt SYHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B59511 , 0 HS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOS TER














SRE~ 0.9650 SQ. IN
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N LDNG. CHARACTERISTICS
'.0

























DATA 'ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS'9,ll) () MSFC TWT "4 55 FOOT BOOSTER
18'9'2') Z1 HsFC TWT "4 55 FOOT BOOSTER













SREF 0.ge,0 SQ. IN
LREF 4.1080 IN •



























































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ce5'S121' () NSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER






















B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
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HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER






















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





HS~C TWT '2" 55 ~ooT BOOSTER
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
40302520
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HS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER













IREF 0.9S'0 SQ. IN
LRE~ ".9080 IN.






BODY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
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HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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20 25 10 45 50
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10 70 ." eo 10 95 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC TWT 524 III FOOT BOOSTER













































































20 25 50 55 40 45 50
"
eo 70 .,5 .0 10 IS 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB59S12) () HS~C TWT 524 53 ~ooT BOOSTER












































































20 25 3D ..0 ..5 50 eo lIS 70 liD 90 95 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SCT SYHBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
(85.SI2) () HSFC TWT 52.. 33 FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.ge,0 SQ. IN
LRCF ".9080 IN.
BREF 9080 IN.






































































co C5 50 80 70 75 80 10 IS 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB59S12) () MS~C TWT 524 '3 ~OOT BOOSTER
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HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
LREF •• 9080 IN.






















































MS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BooSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
(8511812) 0
I 8511S24 ) n
HACH
CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59SI2) () HSFC TWT 52.. 55 FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.9650 se. IN
lREF ".9080 IN.
IIREF ".9080 IN.




































































MSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER


















ZNRP 0.0000 IN .
• CALE 0.0028
PAGE 132
B~OY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT rnF FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N
1.0
L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B'9512) () HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
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20 25 aD 35 40 45 50 55 eo e5 70 75 eo 15 10 15 SDO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB59512) () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER













































































MsFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59SS21 f.) MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER






















BDDY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ,DF FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS
liS 10011085.070GO51'0
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MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BooSTER














SREF' 0.9650 Ie. IN




















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S'9S121 () MS~C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
casestz) C) HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
40so2520
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MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC rWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER




























750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA fA SET SYMBOL
(11'9512' 0(B,9S24 J n
MACH
CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER













































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59S121 () MSFC TWT 524 aa FOOT BOOSTER






















750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8'9512) () NSFC TWT 514 33 FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
LREF 4.9080 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS'98121 (.) MS~C TWT '24 33 FOOT SooSTER






















BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON
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-0.2 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMaOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(a59S121 () MS~C TWT '14 33 FOOT BOOSTER






















BODY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
SI r--r-- --~T-- ---r--r----v--
as ---- ------.
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~.D 0 •• o.e 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -o.e -0 ••- -1.0 -1.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59S121 () NsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER















































B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
II
so
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59S121 () Msrc TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER














SREr 0.9650 SQ. IN





























































11.0 D.' D.' D." D.2 0.0 -0.2 -D ... -0.6 -D •• -1.0 -1.1'/
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB59S12) () MS'C TWT 524 ~~ ,OOT BOOSTER








































































ILo 0.1 o.e 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.1 -1.0 -1.1
PITCHING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D~SCRIPTION
IS59S12) () HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOST~R
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MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER






















BDDY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT DF FIN VERTICAL PDSITIDN DN














































HS~C TWT 524 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
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MsFC TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER









































































DATA SET SYHBOL eONrl~URATION DESCRIPTION
(B,95121 () Hsre TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER
































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5'SI21 () NSFC TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER

































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA 'ET 'YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,9S12) Cl H,FC TWT 524 ' 55 FOOT BOOSTER






















BODY + 750 SQ FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON
'.0 . LONG. CHARACTERISTICSTTr~-r -f,rr f r-r-r ,rr-r-
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MSFC TWT 524 aa FOOT BOOSTER
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN VERTICAL P~SITI~N ~N L~NG. CHARACTERISTICS


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(S'Ut!!) 0 MsFC TWT '24 I' FOOT BOOSTER










































. J..J....L .l..l U . .L..l..LL.A L.LJ..
BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION DN LDNG. CHARACTERISTICS





























/ BIlIS24 ) Zl
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER









































-LLJ....L. .l..l LLLLLLl L.W J.J
BDDY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT DF FIN VERTICAL PDSITIDN DN LDNG. CHARACTERISTICS
1.0
































HsFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT GF FIN VERTICAL PGSITI~N ON LDNG CHARACTERISTICS
1.0


























DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59S12) () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER














SREF 0.9650 Slit. IN








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
405025I!O

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S5'SI5' () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB,98131 () HSrC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
40115liD2520
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,951" () MSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER






























































20 25 aD "0 "5 so
"
liD 70 7!l 80 as ltD illS SOD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
la'951S1 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS











































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
10 aD 40 45 50 55 eo 10 .0 .0 15 100
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59S131 () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER










































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
10 15 10 40 45 50 eO IS 70 80 90 95 !DO
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(85151" () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER






































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B,9SI') () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BooSTER














SREF 0."'0 SQ. IN
LREF 4 ••oeo IN.



























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION



































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5eSl" () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S5'S131 () MS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER













































































HsFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5.S131 () NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
40lISaDIS10
rT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B5.S15' () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER



























750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





OATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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30 35 40 45 50 55 eo 85 . 10 15 10 15 110 115 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBO~ CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
185951" () HS~C TWT 524 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
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"sFc TWT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,9S13' () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR All CONDITIONS


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18'9SIS' () HSFC TWT '24 1111 FooT BOOSTER




































































~.o 0.' 0.6 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0 •• -0.8 -1.0 -1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA sET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59SI,1 () MS~C TWT 524 53 ~OOT BOOSTER



































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ClM
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1859'15) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




























































-s.5S.O D.e D•• D.' 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -D •• -D •• -D •• -s.O -S.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'9SS51 () MS~C TWT '24 5' ~ooT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 514 "FOOT BooSTER
































































-1.51 •0 1.5 2.0 2.5 a.o a.5 4.0 4.S S.O S.S e.o e.s 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 1.0 1.5 10.0 10.511.0
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18,'51') () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONDITIONS




















B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA SEr SYHBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
le,.ss" () HSFC TWT S24 liS FOOT BOOSTER






















BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN VERTICAL POSITION ON LONG. CHARACTERISTICS





























LoLL! 1.<.J.J l.u....LJ.. .L.J.L.L.
































MS~C TWT 124 33 ~ooT BOOSTER






































































DATA SET SYHBOL CONF'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
1."10''- () HS~C TWT 524 SS ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1~2
1."110) II HS~C TWT 524 SS ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
1.58111) ~ HS~C TWT 524 IS ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1~2
IS"112) HS~C TWT 524 SS ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1~2
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M5FC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 '5 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
































SREF O••650 SG. IN
LREF 4.'080 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
MS~C TWT '24 SS ~ooT BOOSTER N2BIR1Xl~2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFc tWT '24 SS ~ooT BOOSTER N2BIR1Xl~2




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
403DIS10
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
18'~SO~) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
18'~SI0) Z! HSrC TWT '14 33 rOOT BOOSTER NIB1R1X1FI
18'~SI1) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IUeslZ) HsrC TWT '14 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB1R1X1FI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2 IS 20 30 40 45 50
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eo 70 80 80 85 IDa








MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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20 25 llO 40 45 50 80 70 80 85 10 IS 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8'95011 () "SFC TWT '24 llll FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
(a'95101 Zl "sFC TWT 524 llll FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
!BUSH I ~ "SFC TWT 524 llll FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX1F2(a'9SI21 "SFC TWT '24 llll FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
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20 2' liD II' 40 '0
"
80 70 80 90 es SOD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859S091 () HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(859'101 ZI H'FC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(859S11 I § HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(8'9'121 HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER


























































































20 25 30 40 4' '0 80 'PO 80 90 15 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'9S09) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
IB'9S10) n HS~C TWT '24 ' 53 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
IB'9S111 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
IB'9S121 MS~C TWT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
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20 3D 40 50 eo Cl5 70 'i'!i 10 80 85 SOO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET srMBOL CON"GURATION DESCRIPTION
le'95091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
le'9S10) II MSFC TWT '24 33 'OOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
ce'9S111 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
ce,eSl21 MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
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HSrc TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
Hsrc TWT 524. 33 FOOT BOOSTER
Msrc TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
Hlrc TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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HS~C TWT '24 55 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
HS~C TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
HS~C TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
'1595091 0 MsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
11595101 Zl NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
10595111 § NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
105'5121 NsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
































SREF 0.IS50 SQ. IN
LREF •• 9080 IN.




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18591091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
C8591101 ~ NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
C859111 1 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
C859S121 NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1X1F2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
1859509' f.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB59SIOI Zl MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1XIF2
IB59111' ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB59S12' MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAU SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8'8S091 (.) NSFC TWT 514 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(8Ua10l n NSFC TWT 514 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(IUalll § NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER(U8alll NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859509) (} MsFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(B595101 Zl MSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(8595111 § H5FC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(S'9512) HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2










































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET sY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CS59S09) () HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
csnuo) n HSFC TWT 5U 33 F'OOT BOOSTER
C8nau I §. HSFC TWT 524 33 F'OOT BOOSTER
C859a12) HSFC TWT 5U 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET STHBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(85'5091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
(85'1101 Zl HS'C TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXI.2
(a5'111 I ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
(8515121 HSFC TWT '24 33 'OOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX1F2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 8ET 8YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Is,eS091 (.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB5eSl01 Zl MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
IS5eSll1 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IS"SI21 NSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8595091 () HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(8598101 ~ HsFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(8595111 ~ HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER(8595121 HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 524 !! FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
MSFC TWT 524 !! FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
MSFC TWT 524 !! FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
MSFC TWT 524 !! FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2



























SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
LREF 4.9060 IN.
BREF 4.9080 IN.






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
405'30Z520
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859509) 0 MS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
IS'9S101 ~ MS~C TWT '24 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
IS'9511) § MS~C TWT '24 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
IS59512) MSFC TWT '24 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
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DATA HOT AVAILABLE ,OR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 524 SS rOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIX1F2
DATA HOT AVAILABLE ,OR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1XIF2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
CB5gS0tl () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B,taIDI ~ HS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(S,gSII) § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B,tSI2) HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1XIF2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB5e'O'I () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
CB5eliOl Z1 Msrc TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
ClnUII § HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
C05ell21 Msrc TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER





















































































HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1XIF2
HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIXIF2
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2














































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
HACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 33 FooT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT '24 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
MSFC TWT '24 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2



















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA IIET SYMBOL CONF"lGURATlON DESCRIPTION
le,\lSO\l, () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
le,\l810' Zl MSFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
le59811 J § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
le'98121 ~SFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2








































OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
fo----t----jl---fo-----jr----I---I---t---t---+---+---+---+---+---+----- --+----
r---;:----+---+--+--+--+---+---f---~-_4--_+--_+--_+--+_----- --..---













































MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER











































































~.D D.e D.C 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.1 _ -D.S -1.0
PITCHING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA '~T IYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859109) () "IFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
la'9810) Z3 "SFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
18'9112) § "'FC TWT 524 35 FOOT BOOSTER N281RIXIF2(a'9812) "IFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
(a'.1131 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HACH 1.198
8ETA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 SREF 0.9650 Ie. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -30.000 0.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59S091 () HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
1859stOl Zl HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
1859'11 I § HSFC TWT 514 33 FOOT BOOSTER
1859'111 HSFC TWT 514 33 FOOT BOOSTER







BETA POI DELFE DnFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
O. DOD. 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -30.000 0.000 XMRP 2.9450 IN.










































0.8 0.' 0.04 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -o.e -o.e -1.0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C8'98091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CS'IIIIDl ZS MSFC TWT 5204 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
CSUlll1 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDnlONS
Ce'1I8121 MIFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
C8'1I81S1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACM 2.7040
BETA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 IREF 0.1850 IQ. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 04.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREF 04.1080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -SO.OOO 0.000 XMRP 2.10450 IN.












































~.D D.' D.' D•• 0.2 D.D ~0.2 -D •• -0 •• -0.' -1.0 -1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA lET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB,.,091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
1."SI01 Zl Msrc TWT '24 55 rOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
IB",111 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
1""121 Msrc TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2










































































D.e 0.6 0.2 0.0 -O.l! -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -i.O









MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MIFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER






















































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(85'5091 () "SFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(85'SSOI Zl HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(85'SSSI § HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BSR1X1F2
(85'SS21 HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(85'SS51 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"ACH ioU'
BETA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORHA nON
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 SREF 0.U50 SQ. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -30.000 0.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.
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0.8 0 •• 0 ... 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -1.11
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
la59609) () MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT aOOSTER
18595101 Zl MS'C TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
1"5951 1 I ~ NSF'C TWT 524 "I"OOT BOOS TER
18598121 MSF'C TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER




N2B tR 1)1 tr2
N2BtR1X1F2
N2BtR1X1F2
BETA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREI" 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -30.000 0.000 XMRP 2.9450 IN.



















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB"SD" () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB'.SIO) ~ MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX1F2
. IB"SH' ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB'.SIZ) MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2



























SREF O.'S'O SQ. IN


















































D.e 0.6 0.4 0.0 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -I ••
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
18,ga091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
105.5101 ~ Msrc TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1Xlr2
IS'.SI11 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
18'U121 HSF'C TWT'24 33 F'OOT BOOSTER N2BIR1Xlrz
18'98151 DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
HACH 3.480
BETA pos DELrE DELrA RErERENCE INF'ORMATION
0.000 1.000 15.000 0.000 SREr 0.9650 SQ. IN
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREr 4.9080 IN.
0.000 1.000 -15.000 0.000 BREr 4.9080 IN.
D.OOO 1.000 -30.000 0.000 XMRP 2.9450 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
/e'9S09) () MS~C TWT 1124 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
/e'9S10) ZI MS~C TWT 1124 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
/e'9SS!) ~ MS~C TWT 1124 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
/e,U1Z) MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER































































BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.0


































MS~C TWT '24 55 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
MI~C TWT '24 55 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
MS~C TWT .24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1Xl~2
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BODY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.0


























DATA lET IYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
18'91091 () MS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
lUIS IDIn HI~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOS TER
CBStII1) ~ HSFC TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
CB'9812) HSFC TWT'24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER





























































WJ 4-1 -LLl.L .LL.J
B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN DEFLECTI~N ~N L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.11
































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIXIF2






















































B~OY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT 6F FIN OEFLECTI6N 6N L6NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.0


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B,9,09) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8'9110) Zl MIFC TWT 524 II FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
(8'9511) §. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS(8'91121 MSFC TWT 524 II FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB59So9' () MS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER
CB59SIO' li MS~C TWT '24 55 ~OOT BOOSTER
(BUSH' ~ HSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOSTER
CB59SUI HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2 15 20 25 3D 40 45 50 55 liD lI5 70 75 80 .5 90 95 100
DATA 5ET SYMSOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S59S2t 1 0 NS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
(B595221 ZI NSFC TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
(S59523 1 ~ NS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER(S59S241 NS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B59S21 1 0 NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT· BOOS TER
(B59S221 Z! NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(B59S231 § MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(859S24 I HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER








































BODY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




0.' j---t--+--+---r---f---t---+--f---f--'--+--+--+---r----t----- f----- --------
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 524 55 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2~2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2~2





































80.0 .5 50 55
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
302520
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HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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20 2' 50 ..0 .., '0
"
eo 70 75 80 gO g, 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'9S21 1 0 Msrc TWT '24 5a rOOT BOOSTER
1859S221 1I Msrc TWT '24 aa rOOT BOOSTER
1859S231 § HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOS TER
1859S24 1 MSFC TwT 524 :55 FOOT BOOS TER
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20 2' 50 5' 40 .., '0
"
liD lI' 70 75 .0 90 " 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DAU SET SYMBOL







Msre TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '24 53 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT'24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TwT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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20 25 10 35 40 50
"
eo 70 75 eo 90 U 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
18'9SZ11 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
18'95Z21 Z'l. NS~C TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER NlB1R1XlFl
IB"SZ31 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB'9SZ41 NSFC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1XlF2
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aD ell 3D .0 .5 50 10 ., 10 10 15 to IS 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
CB"IZll () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ca"IZZI ~ MIFC TWT 5Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER NZB1R1X2F2
CI"I231 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CB'91241 HSFC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
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20 I' 50 40 4' 50
"
eo e5 70 7' 80 e, 10 I' 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







NSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 3a FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MS~C TWT '24 lI3 ~ooT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
HS~C TWT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER























































































































HSFC TWT 524 '3 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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20 25 30 35 40 45 50
"
eo e5 70 80 10 15 lOO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BlRlX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COHDITIONS
HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BlRlX2F2



































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HsFC TWT 524 311 FOOT BOOSTER NIB1RIX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT '14 1111 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2
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MS~C TWT ". 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT ". 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT '2. 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT '2. 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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Hsrc TWT 524 33 rOOT BOOSTER
Hsrc TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER
H3rc TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER



















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB'9'211 (). M'FC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
I B59522 1 l!i. M'FC TWT '24 35 FOOT BOOSTER
18595231 § H,FC TWT !l24 35 FOOT -BOOSTER
18S9SZ41 HSFC TWT !l24 35 FOOT BOOSTER





































































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
MS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2~2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
MS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2~2





































































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 524 1I11 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
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MSFC TWT '24 II ~OOT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT 524 II FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 II FOOT BOOSTER
MS~C TWT 524 II FOOT BOOSTER
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20 25 :SO 35 40 45 '0 " 80 a, 70 7' 80 85 to 95 100
750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MSFC TWT '24 :S, FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 ,:S FOOT BOOSTER
HsFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER































SREF 0.n50 SQ. IN
LREF 4.9080 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








MSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
































SREF 0.1.'0 SQ. IN
LREF •• 9080 IN.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
401510e5eo
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS5'S2S1 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
(85'522 I n HsrC TWT'24 5' I'OOT BOOS TER N2B1R1X21'2
(5595251 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e"824I HSFC TWT '24 '5 rOOT BOOSTER N2BSR1X2r2
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DATA SET SYHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B59S21) () HS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BooSTER
(B59522) n HS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BooSTER
(B59S23) § HS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BooS TER
(B59S24) HS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BooSTER








































































































Msrc TWT 524 55 rOOT BOOSTER
Msrc TWT 524 55 rOOT BOOSTER
Msrc TWT 524 55 rOOT BOOSTER
Msrc TWT 524 55 rOOT BOOSTER








































B~OY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT 6F FIN OEFLECTI6N 6N L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.1 'rrrr-r·- "rrrT-"-r'r-r' -r-r-r r' -,-r-'-'
---
45403D
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MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT aooSTER
MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT aooSTER
MsFC TWT '24 33 FOOT aooSTER
M5FC TWT '24 33 FOOT aooSTER




















































(115.123' §(SUII. ,(.U.I' ,
HACH
CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
HsrC TWT '24 55 rOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2r2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS _
HIFC TWT '2. 55 rOOT BOOSTER NIB1R1Xlr2



































BODY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION DN LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
••• -rr-r • r rrT'· -r-"'-' -rT'''- "T--r-""T'
t----+---+---+---+--_4-----1~--+----+---+--+--_+--_4--__I~--t----
t----t---t---t---t---t---t---t_--t---t---f_--f_--t---f_---t------- -- -----
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3D 35 4D 45 'A 55 'D .5 7D 75 8D .5 8D 85 IDD





































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 514 55 FOOT BOOSTER NIBIRIX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 514 35 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIX2F2


































750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT DF FINDEFLECTIDN DN LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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20 25 50 40 45 50 eo 70 eO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH






HS~C TWT '24 55 ~ooT BooSTER
HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BooSTER
HSFC TWT 524 55 ~ooT BooSTER
HS~C TWT 524 55 ~OOT BooSTER







































BeOY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT eF FIN OEFLECTIDN DN LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Cl.o 0 •• 0.' 0." 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.4 -0.8 -0.' -1.0 -1.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(859121) () HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
C8'9522) n HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
C8,9S23) ~ HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
CB59S24) HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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If.o G.lI G.e G.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -G.lI -O.lI -1.0 -1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA sET SYHBOl CONflGURAT10N
(8"S21/ CJ HSFC TWT '24
C8"'22/ Zl HS'C TWT '24
C8"S25/ ~ HSFC TWT '24
ClI"'241 HSfC TWT '24




55 fOOT BOOS TER
35 fOOT BOOSTER
33 ,.ooT BOOSTER







































B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN DEFLECTI~N ~N LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA 'ET 'YHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
/B59'211 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
/B59'221 n H'~C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
/859'231 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
/859'241 H'FC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER NZB1RIXZFZ
















































i.o 0.8 D.e D.4 D.2 D.D -D.2 -0.4 -o.e -D •• -1.0 -1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA 8ET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
18598211 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
I 859S22 1 n HS~C TWT 524 SS ~ooT BOOSTER N2BlRlX2~2
18598251 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
1859524 1 HS~C TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2BtRlX2F2
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ICALE 0.002'
PAGE 268
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ILo 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -1.1








HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
H5rc TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION
1I,,9S21 I £:) MS~C NT '24 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
(859S221 n MS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
I e'9SU I § MSFC NT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
le'9S24I MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
HACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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0 •• 0.' 0.4 O.t 0.0 -O.t -0.4 -0.' -0.' -1.0 -1.2







DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT S24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT S24 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2




















































































(1159525) §(S"524 )(S59S25 J
HACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT SooSTER N2BIR1X2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 52.. 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BtRtX2F2
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HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
H'FC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
H'FC TWT 'Z4 33 FOOT BOOSTER







































B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT DF FIN OEFLECTIDN DN LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS






I , U-L..WL..L.JL..L.Ju..Ju..J--'-'..L..L..L..L..L..L..L..L~~"""'.L.L.L.L.L.L.L.L.LL.'":L-~L..L.L..L.L..L.L.LJ~L..L.J~u..J~--'-'..L..L..Ll...Ll...Ll.J..L..L.L..L.L.L.L.L.Li-L1 li.L.1.J -L J. J J
- • 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.' 4.0 4.' '.0 ,., e.o e.' 7.0 7.' B.O B.' 1.0 I.' 10.0 10.511.0
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
DATA seT SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18'95211 () H5FC TWT 524 3' FOOT BOOSTER
18,95221 n HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER
1859523 I § HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
18'95241 HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT Boo'TER
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-1"1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 e.o e.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 '.5 ••0 •• 5 10.0 10.511.0
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MS~C TWT '24 SS ~OOT BOOSTER
"S~C TWT '24 SS ~OOT BOOSTER
"S~C TWT '24 SS ~OOT BOOSTER
"S~C TWT '24 SS FOOT BOOSTER
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.J ..1.J. •1-1-J .. 1 .L..Li-.J.
B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN, EFFECT ~F FIN DEFLECTI~N ~N LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
5.0


























DATA 9ET 9YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(B'9S21) f.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B599221 r'i. M9FC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2
(8599231 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8'99241 M9FC TWT 524 35 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2



























SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN







g.O 9.ll 10.0 10.llll.08.0 8.58.0 8.11 1.0 1.115.0 5.5a.o S.S 4.0 4.S2.0 2.S1.S
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FoR ALL CONDITIONS
M,FC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2
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B~DY + 750 sa FT FIN. EFFECT OF FIN DEFLECTION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTItS


























DATA SET ,YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B,gs21 1 0 HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
1859'221 n HsFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOSTER
IS'9,251 § MSFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER
18595241 HSFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOS TER
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SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
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SREF 0.9"0 SCI. IN
LREF •• 9010 IN.
BREF •• 9080 IN.
XMRP 2."'0 IN.
'HRP 0.0000 IN •
ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0028
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIBIRI (AS9003) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 283





































































MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIBIRI CA59004J 28 FEB 72 PAGE 284
B~OY AL~NE EFFECT ~F MACH NUMBER ON DIRECTI~NAL CHARACTERISTICS












































































MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER NtBtRl CA59004l 28 FEB 72 PAGE 285
to•
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SRE,. D.USD SQ. IN
LAE,. 4.'080 IN.
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SREF D.9UD II. IN




























































































































































































































SREF 0.U50 SQ. IN
LRE~ •• 9080 IN.
IlRE~ •• 9080 IN.
XMRP 2.14'0 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN •
SCALE 0.0028
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MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRI CAS9008) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 292





SREF 0 ••S50 SQ. IN











































































MSFC TWT S24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRI CAS9008) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 293
so•
~E~ERENCE INFORMATION
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SREF 0.11650 SQ. HI




ZMRP 0.0000 IN •
SCALE 0.0028
MSFC TWT S24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2 CASSOIS) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 296
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MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER ,N2BlRlXlF2 CAS90l9) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 298
.15.10.15.10.05.00-.05-.10
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SREF O••S'O SQ. IN




%HRP D.OOOO IN •
SCALE 0.0028
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2 CA59032J 28 FEB 72 PAGE 308
































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
























MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2 CA59032) 2B FEB 72 PAGE 309
to8II2o
- 2- 4- II-.-to
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MSFC TWT 524 N2B1R1X2F2 (A59032) 28 FEB 72 PAGE 310
.Ill.10.1'.10.05.00-.0'-.10-.15-.20
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MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2 (A59032) 2B FEB 72 PAGE 311
II!!108Io










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
oA TA lET S'fHBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE OELFA REFERENCE INFORHATION
CA590071 ~ HSFC TWT 524 33 "OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1 80.000 SREF 0.9850 SQ. INCA590U I HSFC TWT SZ4 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
C"'9031 J § HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOS TER N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.CAUOO81 HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOS TER N2B1Rl 80.000 XHRP 2.1450 IN.C",.0201 MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
C",.0321 D MSFC TWT 524 33 ,.OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0028MACH I.U7
PAGE 312
saso••Io- I- 4


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA,.007) () MSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
I A59019) n MSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOSTER
I A,'O'l ) § HSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOSTER
IA"OOSI HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
IA,.OrO) HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER








ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORHATION
80.000 SREF 0.'8'0 SQ. IN
80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 BREF' 4.9080 IN.
80.000 XHRP 2.1450 IN.
80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AlI90071 ~ HSFe TWT lIZ4 55 FOOT BOOSTER NZB1R1 60.000 SREF 0.96l10 SQ. IN( AlI90191 HSFC TWT lIZ4 55 FOOT BOOSTER NZB1RlX1FZ 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF' 4.9080 IN.
CAlI90511 § HSFC TWT lIZ4 55 FOOT BOOS TER NZB1R1lCZFZ 60.000 Z.DOO 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.CAlI90081 HSFC NT 524 55 FOOT BOOS TER NZB1R1 80.000 lCHRP Z.94l10 IN.Ull90Z01 HSFC TWT 5Z4 55 FOOT BOOS TER NZB1R1lC1FZ 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 '(HRP 0.0000 IN.
C"'90521 D HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOS TER NZ81R1lCZFZ 80.000 Z.ODO 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
HACH e.740 SCALE 0.0028
PAGE 314
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Msre TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER
M,re.TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER
Msre TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER.
M,re TWT '24 33 rOOT BOOSTER
M,re TWT '24 35 FOOT BOOSTER








ALPHA POS OELFE OELrA REFERENCE INFORMATION
eo.ooo SREF 0.96'0 SQ. IN
eo.ooo 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
eo.ooo 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
80.000 XMRP 2.94'0 IN.
80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0028
PAGE 316
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·.0 - 1 - 8 - .. - I o I 8 1 .0 II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
O"TA sET IYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS OEL~E
("'11001) 9 HS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N2BIRI 60.000(,,'1I0t91 HS~C TWT 524 55 ,-ooT BOOSTER N2BIRIX1~2 60.000 1.000 0.000
("511051 ) § MS~C TWT 524 33 ~ooT BOOS TER N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000(A5900' ) HsFC TWT 524 33 ,-ooT BOOS TER N2B1RI 80.000(""020 ) HS~C TWT 524 33 ,-ooT BOOS TER N2B'R1Xl~2 eo.ooo 1.000 0.000
("590'2 ) D HI'-C TWT 524 33 ,-ooT BOOSTER N2B1R1 X2F'2 aD. 000 2.000 0.000
HACH •• 191
OEL~A RE~ERENCE IN~ORMATION
SREF' 0.9UO SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
0.000 BRE~ 4.9080 IN.
XHRP 2.9450 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.










































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA5110011 ~ HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOS TER N2B1RI 6o.Doo SREF 0.11650 SQ. INCA5110191 MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
C"'90U I ~ HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.IA5t008' HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RI 80.000 XHRP 2.""0 IN.UU0201 HS"C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
C""0'2' D H'''C TWT '24 33 'OOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA U SET snlBOL CONrl'URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(A59007) ~ MS'C TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2BlIU eo.ooo SREF 0.91150 SQ. INIA59019) MS'C TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOS TER N2B1RIX1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREr 4.9080 IN.(A590S1) §. NSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIX2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.(A59008) NSFC TWT 524 SS "ooT BOOSTER N2B1RI eo.ooo XMRP 2.9450 IN.IA59 020) NSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RIX1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.(A5tOS2) D NsFC TWT 524 :SS FOOT BOOSTER N2S1RIX2F2 eo.ooo 2.000 0.000 Ii.ooo ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
NACH 2.140 SCALE 0.0028
PAGE 319
EFFECT OF FIN OFF AND FIN ON POSITION ON DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORHATION
CA5'0071 ~ MSFe TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BlIU ClO.OOO SREF 0.9650 SQ. INCA5'OUI MSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOS TER N2B1R1X1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
CAU03. I § HSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOS TER N2B1RlX2F2 Clo.ooo 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.CAU0081 HSFe TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1Rl lIIO.o00 XHRP 2.9450 IN.CAU0201 H.FC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOS TER N2B1AlxtF2 10.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 8- 8-10

































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CASI007J: () MSFC TWT 524 35 FooT BOOSTER
CASIOIIJ 11. HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER
(ASI031 I § HsFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER
(ASlI008 J HSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BooSTER
(ASlIOZOJ HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BooSTER








ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORHATION
1I0.0DO SREF 0.11'0 SQ. IN
60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
80.000 XHRP 2.94'0 IN.
80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CON~I'URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELF'E DEL~A RE~ERENCE IN~ORHATION
CA590071 9 HS~C TWT 524 33 ~OOT BOOSTER N2BIRI tlD.DDD SRE~ 0.96'0 SQ. INCA590191 HS~C TWT '24 33 ~OOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LRE~ 4.9080 IN.
CA,eOSll ~ HS~C TWT '24 U FOOT BOOS TER N2BIRlX2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.CA5e0081 HS~C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRI 80.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.CAnOIOl HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BlRIXIF2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-to
- II - II - 4 - 2 o II II tD 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS OEL~E OEL~A RE~ERENCE INFORMA TlON
(A59007) 9 HSF"C TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRI 110.000 SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN(AS90U) HSFC TWT 524 33 F"ooT BOOSTER N2B1RtX1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.(ASII03.) § HS~C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RtX2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.(A59008) MsFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R! 80.000 XHRP 2.114'0 IN.(AU020) HSF"C TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOS TER N2B1RtX1F"2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.(ASII032) D HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOS TER N2BtR1X2F"2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
HACH 1..,7 SCALE 0.0028
PAGE 323
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA U SET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(A5'007) ~ HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRI 80.000 SREF 0.9850 SQ. IN(A590Ul ) HSFC TWT 524 SS FOOT BOOS TER N2BIRIXIF2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
(A'9051 I § HSFC TWT 524 53 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIX2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.(A'900el HSFC TWT 524 3S FOOT BOOSTER N2BUI 00.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.(A590201 HSFC TWT 524 55 FOOT BOOSTER N2BIRIXIF2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
O"TA SET S'(MBOL CONFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELF''' REFERENCE INFORMATION
1"'11007) ~ HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER NIBtRI eD.OOO SREF' 0.98'0 SQ. INI A,1I0111) HSFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1X1F2 eO.DOO 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
1",11051 ) §. HSFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOS TER N2B1R1XIF2 eo. DOD 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.1"'11008) HSFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOSTER N2B1RI eo.ooo XHRP 2.9450 IN.
1"'11020) HSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOSTER N2B1R1X1F2 eo.ooo 1.000 0.000 0.000 '(HRP 0.0000 IN.
I ",905Z) D HSFC ·TWT '24 " 1"00T BOOS TER N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
H"CH 5.480 SCALE 0.0028
PAGE 325
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-10 ~. -. - 4 - I D • 4 e • 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA590071 ~ HS"C TWT 5U U "OOT BOOS TER NZBIRI 10.000 SRE" 0.9650 SQ. INU590UI HI.C NT 524 55 "OOT BOOSTER N2BIRUI.2 10.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LRE' 4.9080 IN.
U590SII ~ HI"C TWT S24 " FOOT BOOSTER N2BIR1X2F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.CA5900., HI"C TWT 514 " FOOT BOOSTER NIBIRI 80.000 XHRP 1.9450 IN.CU9010 I HI"C TWT 524 " "OOT BOOSTER NZBIRlXlFI 10.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.CAUOSII D HI"C TWT 5U " "OOT BOOSTER N2BIRlX2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE D.OOzaMACH 4.'5'
PAGE 326
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-.20 -.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .15
YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYN (B~OY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A,,007) () NSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A"OI9) ~ MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A!l9031) § MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A,9008) NSFC TWT 524 3' FOOT BOOSTER
(U9020 I NSFC TWT 524 35 1"00T BOOSTER
(U9032) D NSFC TWT 524 35 FOOT BOOS TER
MACH 1.197
ALPHA POS DELFE DELF'A REFERENCE INF'ORMATION
N2BIRI 60.000 SREF 0.'6'0 SQ. IN
N2B1R1X1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1R1X2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
N2BIRI 80.000 XNRP 2.94'0 IN.
N2BIR1XIF2 80.000 .1. 000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
D.T. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AS90071 0 MSFC TWT'24 53 FOOT BOOSTER
(.590191 Z1 HSFC TWT 524 "FOOT BOOSTER
(.590311 § HSFC TWT 524 " FOOT BOOSTER(.590081 HSFC TWT '24 "FOOT BOOSTER
(AS.020 I HSFC TWT '24 " FOOT BOOS TER
( AS.032 , D HSFC TWT'24 " FOOT BOOS TER
HACH 1 ••'7
ALPHA POS DElFE DElFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
N2B1RI 80.000 SREF 0.9850 SQ. IN
N2B1R1XIF2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 lREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1RtX2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1RI 80.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.
N2BIRtXIF2 80.000 1,000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A,9007) () MsFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A,9019) n MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A,90' t ) ~ MSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BooSTER
(A,9008) HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BooSTER
(A,9020) HSFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BooSTER
(AS90'2) C) HsFC TWT '24 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MACH 2.740
ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
N2BIRI 60.000 SREF 0.9650 SQ. IN
N2BIRIXIF2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
N2BIRIX2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
N2BIRI 80.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.
N2BIRIXIF2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 THRP 0.0000 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DA TA SET S'(MBOL








IISFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IISFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IISFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT '24 33 FooT BOOSTER
IISFC TWT 524 33 FOOT BOOSTER
3.480
ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORMATION
N2B1Rl 60.000 SREF 0.9650 se. IN
N2B1R1X1F2 60.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1Rl)(2F2 60.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.90S0 IN.
N2B1RI 80.000 XHRP 2.9450 IN.
N2B1R1X1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 '(HRP 0.0000 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A'90071 () HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
(A59019) n HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
(A'9051) § HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
(A'1I0081 HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
(..,90201 HSFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
(A'1I0521 C) HsFC TWT '24 55 FOOT BOOSTER
HACH 4.9'9
ALPHA POS DELFE DELFA REFERENCE INFORHATION
N2B1Rl lSO.OOO SREF 0.96'0 SQ. IN
N2B1R1X1F2 lSO.OOO 1.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1R1X2F2 lSO.OOO 2.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.9080 IN.
N2B1Rl 80.000 XHRP 2.94'0 IN.
N2B1R1X1F2 80.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
N2B1R1X2F2 80.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
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